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Context: phase transitions, critical behaviour, scale
invariance

Phase transitions are diverse and dense in physical content:

I Macroscopic changes on small variations of an external parameter:
divergent response functions

I Landau classification by order (nth order means divergence of nth

derivative of the partition function)

I Symmetry breaking, Universality classes and critical exponents

I Second order phase transitions related to Conformal Field Theories
by divergence of the correlation length ξ.

I Motivation: study Conformal Loop Ensemble
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Critical point (Ising) MCMCs

I MCMC ≡ numerical estimations of thermodynamical averages by
generating a typical sample, e.g. weighted by the Gibbs measure.

I Finite computer ressources enforce finite size system.

I Necessary choice of boundary conditions.

I Canonical ones are: periodic, conformal (T∂ = +∞, h∂ = ±∞), . . .

I None of these are suitable for measuring infinite size bulk (planar)
averages

I Boundary effects are carried over an infinite range inside the
sublattice

I Consequence of the scale invariance (through ξ =∞).

I What if scale invariance can be also be the solution?
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Bulk marginal

A

Bulk marginal on simply connected domain A: Ψ∂A =
∫
DφC\A e−SC\A[φ]

I Locality ⇒ (marginal) distribution of states on ∂A

I Contains all the information beyond ∂A, holography
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Rλ operator

Rλ dilation (of parameter λ) operator on A to generate a state on ∂A:

Rλ dilates A→ λA and integrates out the shell (∂A, λ∂A).
Hence no rescaling, A, as domain, is invariant.

Because of scale invariance and locality, VH BD PRE 2016 argues that a
chain of Rλ should converge to a chain of typical samples of the marginal
Ψ∂A.
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Kadanoff transformation

I First Kadanoff transformations on the Ising lattice: transformation
on spin configuration (with coupling update):

I The long distance (IR) physics are the same (H = H ′).

I (At the critical point: J = J ′)

I By composition, flow towards the infrared ⇒ RG flow.



Inverse Kadanoff transformation

I The goal is to invert the RG flow, to go towards the UV.

I A Kadanoff transformation is not invertible as it erases information.

I Illustration: for some 512× 512 spin configuration σ̄ on a lattice LA

(= A ∩ Z2), we propose a transformation Ψ on σ̄:

I Equivalent to a dilation of the 256× 256 sublattice with parameter
λ = 2 to a new 512× 512 σ̄ configuration.

I Ψ maps a configuration on Lλ−1A to a configuration on LA.

I Trivially there is more information on LA than on Lλ−1A.

I We need to create this information when implementing the dilation.
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Discrete dilation prescription
I Our two main implementation choices:

One-to-many map or pixel map

• Lumps, pixels, of neighbours
identically oriented are output

• Excess of first neighbour σiσi+1

correlations

One-to-one or heat-bath map

• ? ≡ holes are filled in using
heat-bath assignation and first
neighbours values

• Since some first neighbours are
missing (either holes either
beyond boundary) ⇒ a lack of
spin correlation, noise, is
introduced.

Hybrid methods: using pixel and heat-bath with probability p and 1− p
respectively, randomly picked at each hole.
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UV flow towards the critical point

I A discrete dilations is followed by a thorough rethermalization step
(we chose lattice Swendsen-Wang flips) with fixed boundaries.

I Everything strictly inside the sublattice is rethermalized, the only
remnant effects of the dilations are on the boundary (although these
are carried inside).

I A chain of compositions of rethermalization ◦ dilation becomes a
map on boundary configurations of LA:

- sending the (influence of the) initial boundary configuration further
and further away, ≈ to infinity.

- updating the boundary configuration to produce a typical sample of
the bulk marginal on LA.

I It can be pictured as a zoom in, a flow towards the UV.
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Thermalization on Ising 2d
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LA = 512× 512

Timeline:
Ordered state → Periodic boundary SW updates → rethermalization ◦ dilation︸ ︷︷ ︸

×7
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Power law fit applied on 〈σiσj〉: fitted −2∆σ and its uncertainty monitored



Thermalization on Ising 2d
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⇒ Apparent convergence to expected value on the bulk
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Bonus: ∆σ shows no autocorrelations after dilations



From lattice to CFT operators

I Lattice operators:

- Lattice spin (binary) variable σL
i

- Lattice energy density εLi = σL
i σ

L
i+1

I Long distance behaviour decomposition on CFT operators
{I, σ, ε, . . .}

- σL
i = a∆σNσσ(ai) + . . .

- εLi = 〈εL〉I + a∆εNεε(ai) + . . .
- lattice spacing a→ 1

I Lattice correlators offer measurements of non-universal (Nσ, Nε,
〈εL〉, . . .) and universal (∆σ, ∆ε, . . .) data.
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Some numerical estimations in Ising 2d

Results from PhysRevE.94.043322 (2016) VH B Doyon:

∆σ 0.12498 (1) 0.125

∆ε 1.003 (2) 1

Cεσσ 0.498 (3) 0.5

Cεεε 0.0105 (2) 0

c Ising 0.493 (8) 0.5

and measure of four point functions 〈σσσσ〉, 〈σσεε〉, 〈εεεε〉.



Generalizing to Ising 3d lattice

From 2d to 3d:

I Larger scaling weights imply lattice correlations will die off quicker
with distance, signal to noise harder to maintain

I Equal computer ressources ≈ equal number of lattice sites, implies
increased closeness to the boundaries hence more disturbance from
the dilation artefacts.

I In need for a refined dilation operator: use of the hybrid hole
assignation method (with p = 1/2).

I Implementation of a longer chain on LA = 200× 200× 200 with 35
dilations with decreasing λs (annealing) to reduce number of
boundary holes
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Error estimation with the UV sampler

Regular MCMC error estimation for some observable O with N measures:

- Estimate autocorrelation time τO.

- Estimate variance Var(O).

- error(O) =
√

Var(O)
√

(1 + 2τO)/N

For the 2d Ising UV sampler, it was checked numerically that the relevant
number N is not the raw number of measurements but the number of
boundary samples used.

The property is similar to self-averaging of some disordered systems, and
we conjecture the same behaviour for Ising 3d.
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Measured lattice correlators in Ising 3d

〈σLσL〉:
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Ising 3d: numerical estimations

In PhysRevE.96.033301 (2017)

∆σ 0.518354 (63) 0.5181489 (10)

∆ε 1.4100 (67) 1.412625 (10)

Cεσσ 1.05037 (152) [398] 1.051 (3) 1.0518537 (41)

Cεεε 1.5508 (62) [176] 1.32 (15) 1.532435 (19)

Red = CFT bootstrap numerical estimations from Kos Poland
Simmons-Duffin JHEP (2016)

Blue = Most precise MCMCs from Caselle Costagliola Magnoli PRD
(2015,16)



Thank you for your time

¿ · · · ?


